
Training Workshops: 
Special Educational Needs (SEN) 
training to empower inclusion 

Do you work with children with special educational needs,  
or learning and behavioural issues? 

Designed to stimulate change and improvement in the field of  
SEN inside the classroom, our specialist workshops will expand 
your awareness, equip you with practical, workable strategies  
for your school and enhance your professional development.

Join us for a stand-alone workshop or attend all four sessions 
designed to progressively build on knowledge gained from  
previous workshops, allowing you the time to change your  
practice and make a difference in the classroom.

“I could attend a course run by Emma every  
week and still be inspired, learn something new 
and feel better about my role and the impact  
I have on staff and children.”

SEN SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT SPECIALISTS



Venue & Time
Each face-to-face workshop is held 
at Silverwood School in Rowde,  
a co-educational special school for 
young people aged 4 to 19 years. 

Silverwood School,  
Rowde Campus, SN10 2QQ
9.30am – 3.30pm

Who should attend? 
Aimed at anyone seeking to improve 
their knowledge of SEN and for 
those currently working in a school 
including Senior Leaders, SENCOs, 
Pastoral Leaders, Teachers, and 
Teaching Assistants. 

Activities are designed and delivered 
in a manner that is accessible to all 
and tailored to everyone.

“The course has given me the best 
knowledge ever of the various needs 
of SEND pupils.”

Cost
£175+VAT per workshop*
*10% discount available when booking  
all four workshops 
 

About Emma
Delivered by Emma Rossiter, a 
senior leader, trainer, and highly 
respected SEN consultant with over 
15 years’ experience and dedicated 
expertise working with children and 
young adults with special education 
needs. From her various roles held 
in education including Deputy 
Headteacher, SENCO, specialist 
teacher for students with autism 
and other SEN needs, and English 
Teacher in a comprehensive school, 
Emma brings a unique set of insights 
and expertise to every session.

“I’m passionate about inclusion and 
enabling all young people to belong, 
thrive and contribute to an inclusive 
and ever-improving society.”

Wednesday 25.01.23
DAY 1 
MEETING THE 
CHALLENGE OF 
NEURODIVERSITY

Wednesday  15.03.23
DAY 2
BEHAVIOUR AND  
THE 21ST CENTURY

Autism, ADHD, dyslexia, and 
other differences: practical, 
inclusive, and expert strategies  
that change schools, outcomes, 
and lives.

The behaviour crisis: What we 
must know, do, and stop doing  
to radically change behaviour  
in our schools.  

Wednesday  10.05.23
DAY 3
TRAUMA IS  
EVERYWHERE

Trauma, attachment, and adverse 
childhood experiences: expert 
knowledge and practical strategies 
to calm the chaos, meet needs and 
enable learning in our classrooms 
and schools. 

Wednesday  14.06.23
DAY 4
THE COMPLEXITIES  
OF AUTISM

Girls, pathological demand 
avoidance, selective mutism, 
sexuality, and anxiety: how we 
can understand these differences 
and put inclusive strategies  
in place.

To register, visit
www.silverwood.wilts.sch.uk/sen 
T: 01380 850309  |  E: emmarossiter@silverwood.wilts.sch.uk
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